Christina also incorporated numerous graphics (both data and functional representations)
in her lecture as entry points for students to engage in analysis by applying the central
concepts of the reading/lecture. She used students' responses and assertions (occasionally
repackaging off-the-mark answers) as ways to expand and further connect major points of
consideration to prior coursework. Her ability to explain and her upbeat and approachable
tone invited a high level of participation from her students. In short, her expertise in
neuroscience was complimented and matched by her expertise in teaching.
3. Instructor's respect for students; encouragement of student participation;
management of disagreements or alternative points of view:
It was clear to us from the outset that Christina had developed a good rapport with her
class - they were largely attentive and respectful and responded to her questions without
prodding. In turn, she was on time, on point, and organized. Christina engaged students
with her questions and democratic lecturing style. Rather than "dumping" information on
students, she elicited their questions, answers, and knowledge in a very interactive way.
Although we noted that several students were distracted by their phones at points during
the class, the majority of the class appeared to be tuned in and focused throughout the
period. We found the structure/delivery of her Powerpoint slides and use of Slido polls,
described above, to be clever and effective ways of monitoring student understandings,
while at once engaging students who otherwise might not have participated fully.
Christina was also quite willing to entertain tangential questions throughout the course of
her lecture, but when too far afield, expertly redirected those questions to the subject at
hand.
OVERALL EVALUATION:
We very much enjoyed our observation of Christina's class and found her teaching to be
clear, organized, precise, and engaging. We were impressed by the multiple modalities
she used to build on students existing knowledge while conveying complex new material.
Our overarching view is that Christina delivered an excellent class, is a strong teacher
scholar, and that her students will be well-prepared for future coursework in neuroscience
and psychology. Her highly curated slides, continuous interaction with students, and
ability to unpack complex processes in a clear and concrete manner complimented each
other well and made for a very strong class.
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